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TWO ARE BETTER 
THAN ONE

It’s true—especially when it comes to InCircle®. 

During the INCIRCLE DOUBLE-POINT SHOPPING EVENT, APRIL 12–14, you’ll rack up

points twice as fast. And when you check out this year’s InCircle rewards, you’ll notice a

wide range of gifts and vacations that are all about two. As far as we’re concerned, 

you can never have too much of a good thing.

50,000 Points
• Stay for two at Lake Austin Spa Resort; Campton Place;

St. Regis Hotel, New York; The Ritz-Carlton; 

or Mandarin Oriental, Miami

75,000 Points
• Stay for two at Keyah Grande; Triple Creek Ranch;

or The Carlyle, A Rosewood Hotel

100,000 Points
• Stay for two at Half Moon; The Cloister at Sea Island; 

Royal Palms Resort and Spa; Canyon Ranch; 

Mandarin Oriental, San Francisco or Riviera Maya, Mexico; 

or Little Dix Bay, CordeValle, or Caneel Bay, 

each A Rosewood Resort

200,000 Points
• Stay for two at Chewton Glen or Jumby Bay, A Rosewood Resort

• Two round-trip first-class or business-class tickets on 

American Airlines® anywhere within the U.S. or to Canada, 

the Caribbean, Hawaii, or Mexico

300,000 Points
• Stay for two at Hotel Le Bristol Paris; 

Rocco Forte Hotel Astoria; Acqualina, 

A Rosewood Resort; Canyon Ranch; 

Mayflower Inn & Spa; or The Gleneagles Hotel

Marc Jacobs. Cardigan, 1,035.00, and skirt, 895.00. Designer Sportswear. 
Handbag, 995.00. Designer Handbags.

Chloé. Dress, 3,290.00. Couture Salon. Tan satchel, 1,780.00. 
Miu Miu large brown tote, 1,445.00. Designer Handbags.

Cover: Gucci. Dress, 14,355.00. Designer Sportswear. Black handbag, 1,695.00. 
Silver handbag, 2,850.00; not available in California. Designer Handbags.

Every time you make a purchase on your Neiman Marcus® or

Bergdorf Goodman credit card, you’ll be entered to win a seven-

night Caribbean cruise aboard the Voyager from Regent Seven

Seas Cruises. Your stay in a luxurious Penthouse suite includes all

meals and shipboard gratuities; airfare not included.

No purchase necessary to enter giveaway; void where prohibited. Visit participating 
NM stores or NeimanMarcus.com/sweeps to register to win and for official rules. 
Points cannot be earned on sales tax, shipping, beauty salons at NM stores, alterations, 
gift packaging, NM Gift Cards®, and Bergdorf Goodman Gift Cards. Double points 
cannot be earned on Louis Vuitton purchases.



ON THE DOUBLE
400,000 Points
• Pair of Manolo Blahnik shoes named after you
• Stay for two at L’Andana; The Connaught; King Pacific Lodge, 

A Rosewood Resort; Hayman Great Barrier Reef; Bora Bora Nui Resort & Spa; 

or The Goring Hotel and Cotswold House Hotel

Moschino Cheap and Chic black dress, 780.00. Designer Sportswear. Manolo Blahnik black sandal, 745.00, 
and brown slide, 645.00. Dior coral slide, 420.00. Christian Louboutin leopard-print sandal, 675.00. Shoe Salon.

Jean Paul Gaultier pumpkin dress, 795.00. Designer Sportswear.



500,000 Points
• Stay for two at Las Ventanas al Paraíso, A Rosewood Resort; 

Hotel Le Bristol Paris; or The Wakaya Club 
• Argentine experience for two from Absolute Travel
• Seven-night voyage for two with Crystal Cruises®

• Two round-trip tickets from New York to London on Eos Airlines

750,000 Points
• Stay for two at Montage Resort & Spa; Cape Grace and The Victoria Falls 

Hotel; or Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong or New York 
• Seven-night voyage for two with Regent Seven Seas Cruises 
• San Francisco experience for two from Viviani, Inc. Wine Country Specialists 
• Two round-trip first-class or business-class tickets on American Airlines® between 

the continental U.S. and Europe

1,000,000 Points
• Stay for two at Miraval Life in Balance® Resort & Spa; 

Las Alamandas; or Mandarin Oriental Hyde Park, London 
• African odyssey for two with Micato Safaris

1,500,000 Points
• Two Piaget watches 
• Sony Pictures Entertainment experience for two 
• African trip for two with Orient-Express

2,500,000 Points
• Twenty-eight-night voyage for two with Regent Seven Seas Cruises 
• Stay for two at Grace Bay Club plus air transportation by Blue Star Jets

5,000,000 Points
• Dual genius: the all-new Lexus LS 600h L Launch Edition, 

the world’s first V8 hybrid

INCIRCLE DOUBLE-POINT SHOPPING EVENT, APRIL 12–14
V B H clutches: Turquoise, 1,450.00, and neutral or silver, 1,550.00. Designer Handbags. 
Nicole Miller taupe dress, 400.00. Galleria Collections. Yves Saint Laurent silver tote, 995.00. Designer Handbags.
Dior. Green dress, 2,530.00. Couture Salon. Beige handbag, 1,090.00. Designer Handbags.



NEIMAN MARCUS TAKES IT PERSONALLY—SCOURING THE
GLOBE TO BRING YOU THE FINEST OF EVERYTHING, THAT IS.
IN THIS ISSUE, IT’S BAGS, BAUBLES, AND BREAKTHROUGHS,
AMONG OTHER BRILLIANT FINDS.

INVENTABLES
Its mission is to build a living showcase of what’s possible to deliver inspiration and innovation to the dreamers of the world.

A lofty goal, perhaps, but one that Inventables delivers. The founders set out five years ago to share their excitement for the

almost limitless possibilities new technologies offer with the world’s innovators—both corporations and individuals.

The company’s team is composed of experts in mechanical, industrial, and design engineering, industrial design, and

computer science. They research materials that have unexpected properties—for example, sand that doesn’t get wet. They

then take items demonstrating these innovations and, four times a year, send a collection of them (called DesignAid) to clients.

Give license to your own inner inventor with an Inventables Innovation Center for 5,000,000 InCircle points. It includes the

most cutting-edge technologies, plus you’ll have a brainstorming session in your home with the team to turn the invention

you’ve always dreamed of into a product concept. Visit InCircle.com for more details and to redeem online.

CHLOÉ
We love “it” bags that have room for

more than just a lipstick and credit

card. The roomy “Bay” is covered in

zippers and pockets. The trick is to

resist the urge to fill it to capacity—

you’ll only use a quarter of its space to

carry everything you need, anyway.

NM Exclusive tote, 1,860.00. 

Designer Handbags.

JOHN LOBB
“They just don’t make them like they

used to” applies to many things but not

handmade John Lobb shoes. That’s

because the craftsmen in the made-to-

measure workshop pass on their skills

from one generation to the next. Some

designs even require more than 300

steps and six different crafts—and they’re

all created just like in the good old days.

Cap-toe shoe, 1,440.00. Men’s Shoes.

QUEST FOR
THE BEST

VERDURA
In 1951 Fulco Santostefano della

Cerda, Duke of Verdura, inspired

by a friend’s aviary, created this ring

featuring loose stones that move

within an 18-karat gold cage.

NM Exclusive “Caged Rings,”

6,275.00–7,595.00. 

Precious Jewels Salon.

EMANUEL
UNGARO

Peter Dundas, the new creative

director of this venerable French

fashion house, has a joie de vivre

that is reflected in the beautiful new

collections he’s presented since

arriving just over a year ago.

“Ungaro stands for the best of

Parisian couture,” he says. “It’s a

great honor to contribute to such

an exceptional heritage.” 

Gown, 10,055.00. Couture Salon.

LEXUS
Never has a means of transportation been more deserving of a ceremonial launch than the new 2008 Lexus LS 600h L

Launch Edition. The flagship of the Lexus line is available in limited quantities, and reserving one will be a definite reason

to celebrate. As an InCircler, you have the rare opportunity to purchase one first. From noon on April 20 until 8 p.m. on

May 21, 2007, Eastern time, call toll-free 1-888-747-4504 to order yours.

This all-wheel drive, long-wheelbase luxury sedan with a sophisticated gas/electric hybrid system offers a host of

technological amenities. The interior of the LS 600h L Launch Edition is exquisitely appointed, and the cabin has nearly

43 inches of rear-seat legroom. You’ll also enjoy special Launch Edition floor mats and a matching custom-made three-

piece Italian leather luggage set. Other features include an Advanced Parking Guidance System, the Mark Levinson®

Reference Surround Sound Audio System, an advanced Pre-Collision system, four-zone climate control, and the world’s

first LED headlamps for night and low-beam use. Finally, two hallmarks are exclusive to the Launch edition: a rich Truffle

Mica exterior and 19-inch, 15-spoke chrome-finished alloy wheels.

The LS 600h L Launch Edition showcases some of the most advanced thinking on the road—including the world’s first 

full-hybrid V8 powertrain. This ingenious system combines a powerful 5.0-liter V8 gasoline engine with a compact high-

output electric motor. During deceleration, the accumulated kinetic energy automatically recharges the vehicle’s battery,

eliminating the need to ever plug it in. In other words, the LS 600h L Launch Edition is designed to perform with the poise,

presence, and innovative power you’d expect from a benchmark-setting Lexus sedan.

DIAMOND IN 
THE ROUGH®

Display your ability to envision possibilities by wearing a literal diamond in

the rough. These precious rocks are completely natural and untreated, safely

encased in pavé diamonds and 18-karat white gold. Since no two stones

are alike, each necklace is one of a kind.

117.15-carat rough diamond and 4-carat pavé diamond necklace,

45,000.00. Precious Jewels Salon.

Sunglasses: Dolce & Gabbana, 240.00. Fendi, 225.00. Gucci, 275.00. Accessories. 
Rock & Republic, 350.00. Ray-Ban, 180.00. Men’s Furnishings.

FUN IN
THE SUN
THE ACCESSORY OF CHOICE FOR ROCK STARS AND CELEBRITIES
ALIKE, THE RIGHT PAIR OF SUNGLASSES ADDS INSTANT CHIC AND
POLISH TO ANY LOOK. WHEN SHOPPING FOR SHADES, SEEK OUT
ONES WITH UV PROTECTION—PLUS, OF COURSE, THAT DESIGNER
LABEL. AND FLATTER YOUR FACE BY CHOOSING A PAIR THAT IS THE
OPPOSITE SHAPE OF YOUR FACE. CHECK OUT THESE COOL TINTS.



LUNA LUNA 
Dress, in sizes 6-24 months, 105.00, 
and 2-4T, 108.00.

BUGABOO
Cameleon Denim 007 stroller, 959.00.

TEA COLLECTION
Hat, in one size, 10.00. Wrap top and pants, 
in sizes 3-9 months, 45.00. 

WHO LOVES 
YOUR BABY?

NEIMAN MARCUS DOES—AND WE HAVE THE GIFTS TO PROVE IT.

WHEN IT COMES TO GIVING FOR LITTLE ONES, NM WILL STEER YOU

RIGHT. FIND THESE PRESENTS AND MORE IN CHILDREN’S WORLD.

ABCS OF 
GIFTING
Giving a baby gift can be as simple as, well, child’s play. If you’re wondering what to give or 
when to give it, here are a few rules of thumb.

• If giving clothing, choose something in a size larger than 0-3 months. Since babies grow so quickly,
the parents will be grateful in a few weeks for cute clothes that fit.

• If you’re hosting a shower, schedule it one to two months before the due date.

• Indulge your creative side and consider gifts such as jewelry, picture frames, and diaper bags.

• If you’re unsure of what to give, choose an NM Gift Card®—you select the amount, and 
it’s good in stores and online—or let your sales associate create a custom gift basket.

NOODLE & BOO 
Set with Super Soft Lotion, Extra Gentle
Shampoo, and Soothing Body Wash, 48.00.

LULI & ME
Dress, in sizes 3-24 months, 78.00.

BURBERRY
Dress, in sizes 3-6 months, 102.00.

SWANKIE BLANKIE 
Basket with (not shown) receiving blanket, 195.00.

NM EXCLUSIVE BABY BEAU & BELLE
Blanket, 44.00. Bootie, in sizes 0-9 months,
35.00. Headband, in one size, 20.00. 
Jumpsuit, in sizes 3-9 months, 100.00. 

JAY STRONGWATER 
Collectible box with frame, 295.00.

KISSY KISSY
Bolero, in sizes 0-24 months, 67.00. 
Dress, in sizes 0-24 months, 62.00. 
Bootie, in one size, 30.00.

SYDNEY EVAN 
Diamond and 14-karat yellow or white gold
necklaces, 270.00–495.00. 

BAREFOOT DREAMS 
Pillow and blanket nap set, 70.00. 

RALPH LAUREN
Espadrille, in sizes Newborn and 1-3,
28.00 each pair.

BURBERRY
Romper, in sizes 3-6 months, 115.00.

KISSY KISSY 
Bib, in one size, 15.00. Hat, in size S, 15.00. 
Blanket, 50.00. Romper, in sizes 0-12 months, 42.00. 

JUICY COUTURE BABY
Diaper bag, 325.00. Wrap top and pants,
in sizes 3-9 months, 68.00. NM Exclusive
hat, in one size, 32.00. 

LUNA LUNA 
Bootie and hat set, in sizes XS (0-6 months) and 
S (6-12 months), 60.00. Wrap top and pants, in
sizes 3-24 months, 64.00. 



CLEARLY
THE LATEST IN ACCESSORIES WILL HAVE YOU
SEEING THIS TREND THROUGH TO THE END.

SHOES
Designers are taking a decidedly fun turn in footwear with lots of Lucite and

PVC. Don’t hide your clearly fabulous sandals under pants—show them off

by pairing them with skirts and dresses, and a fresh pedi, of course.

Manolo Blahnik sandal, 585.00. NM Exclusive Christian Louboutin wedge

sandal, 725.00. Stuart Weitzman wedge sandal, 298.00. Shoe Salon.

CRYSTAL CRUISES 
The choice is yours at InCircle.com: Celebrate the New England coast as fall foliage erupts

in full splendor with a seven-night voyage from Crystal Cruises® for 500,000 points. Sail in

an elegantly appointed Penthouse with a private veranda on Crystal Symphony round-trip

from New York to Halifax, Nova Scotia, with stops in Bar Harbor, Maine; Boston,

Massachusetts; and Newport, Rhode Island. Take a scenic drive through some of Maine’s

most spectacular scenery, or stroll along the picturesque main street with its inviting shops

and galleries. Sample some of North America’s most delectable seafood at an authentic

lobster bake, or cruise the fascinating coastal area. Or, for 2,000,000 points, explore

bustling ports of call throughout the western Mediterranean, including the exquisite

architecture and rich cultural heritage of Turkey, Egypt, and Greece, when you embark on

an 11-night voyage. While on board, take advantage of the many amenities and programs

available, such as the Crystal Wine & Food Festival. Enjoy cooking demonstrations by

celebrity guest chefs, specially prepared four-course dinners, and complimentary wine

tastings. Discover why Crystal Cruises was voted, for the eleventh consecutive year, the

“World’s Best Large-Ship Cruise Line” in Travel + Leisure magazine’s annual readers’ survey. 

MÉMOIRE
If jewelry is what you crave, don gorgeous 18-karat

white gold earrings by Mémoire, featuring a half-

carat of diamonds inside and out—available at the

50,000-point level. Or choose one of two

diamond and 18-karat white gold jewelry designs:

a “Paragon” 3.12-carat ring or “Lovers” earrings

with 2.78 total carats for 200,000 points. 

Mémoire specializes in creating some of the finest

engagement, wedding, and anniversary bands. 

To redeem your points for one of the company’s

sparkling designs, visit InCircle.com. 

CHIC

FRAGMENTS
This is not your grandmother’s Lucite® jewelry—it’s bold,

goes with anything, and can be the only accessory you

need. Stop traffic when you wear it against bare skin

with a blouse unbuttoned down to there.

NM Exclusive necklace, 150.00. Designer Jewelry.

BE & D 
Be Inthavong and Steve Dumain have attained cult status since

the launch of their Be & D line in 2004. And now the Brooklyn-

based celebrity darlings have kicked it up a notch with this

dazzler. Not for the faint of fashion, its wide black straps and

gold studs practically scream “That’s right, baby, Be & D!” 

Handbag, 695.00. Designer Handbags.

SHU UEMURA 
The topic on everyone’s lips is the translucent trend—

namely, these delectably sweet glosses. Each of the 16

shades is inspired by and flavored after fruity jams. Yum!

Sweet Lip Gloss, 18.00. Cosmetics.

BACCARAT 
Everything tastes better in full-lead crystal, so take the trend

home with beautiful barware from the Intangible collection by

Arik Levy. You’ll have guests throwing themselves at your fete.      

NM Exclusive “Smoke” decanter, 530.00, and double old-

fashioneds, 85.00 each. Gift Galleries.

Escape to a beach oasis right here in the States

with a night at Mandarin Oriental, Miami. For

50,000 InCircle points, you can settle into a

Deluxe Room overlooking Biscayne Bay. You’ll

also receive two 80-minute hot stone massages

and continental breakfast at this Florida

destination hotel.

Situated on Brickell Key, a 44-acre island, the

property is just 20 minutes from Miami

International Airport and 35 minutes from Fort

Lauderdale Airport. As soon as you arrive, you’ll

be taken in by the serene atmosphere. Two-story

floor-to-ceiling windows in the lobby offer

dramatic views of the city’s bay and skyline, while

a 30-foot tropical black bamboo presides over

one end. You’ll find a number of unique works of

art throughout the hotel, such as vases by Matt

Janke and an impressive three-panel wall

painting, Three Mysteries of the Sea , by local

artist Fernando Ureña Rib. 

A rare blue marble called azul bahia adorns the

M-Bar, where you may choose from more than

250 different martinis. Other refreshment

options include Café Sambal and Azul, where

you’ll discover cuisine from Chef Clay Conley.

The spacious guest rooms all feature airy

balconies with views of the bay and offer a

peaceful residential vibe. Contemporary

elements of south Florida blend beautifully with

tranquil Asian touches; for example, bamboo

hardwood floors are paired with Spanish marble

bathroom tiles. 

Your respite continues in The Spa at Mandarin

Oriental, Miami, a tri-level retreat with sweeping

ocean views and 17 private treatment rooms—

including six VIP suites, two designed for

couples. Adjacent to The Spa is the Oasis Beach

Club, where you can luxuriate in the famous

Florida sunshine.

To learn more or redeem, visit InCircle.com.

GET GOING
See all the vacations for which you could redeem

your points—plus keep tabs on how many points

you’ve earned—at InCircle.com. And don’t forget

that you can manage your NM account online at

NeimanMarcus.com. Check your balance, make

payments, and more at your convenience.

MANDARIN ORIENTAL, MIAMI

HOW TO GET THERE

3,990

78

3,980

515

1,045

18,800

1,150

59,116 POINTS

DIRECTIONS TO THIS VACATION HOT SPOT COULDN’T BE EASIER: PURCHASE THESE ITEMS TO PACK,
ADD UP THE INCIRCLE POINTS YOU EARN, THEN REDEEM THEM AT INCIRCLE.COM. IT’S A DIRECT ROUTE TO RELAXATION.

DRESS
Naeem Khan,

3,990.00.

SUITCASE
Bottega Veneta,

3,980.00.

DRESS
Etro, 

1,045.00.

CLUTCH
Nancy Gonzalez,

1,150.00.

EAU DE
PARFUM
SPRAY
Valentino 
Rock ’n Rose,
78.00. 

PUMP
Dior, 
515.00.

WATCH
Jacob & Co.,
18,800.00. 

X229,558

50,000 POINTS

DURING THE APRIL INCIRCLE 
DDOOUUBBLLEE--PPOOIINNTT SHOPPING EVENT



NM PALM BEACH Just on the heels of welcoming in the New Year, NM Palm Beach held the kickoff party for the sixteenth annual Dana-Farber
Cancer Institute Discovery Ball. Part of a whole series of special Dana-Farber events throughout the winter season, the Discovery Ball is one of the most celebrated. Dame
Celia Lipton Farris served as Honorary Chair, with Tom Quick and Institute Trustee Michele Kessler acting as hosts. The store also welcomed special guest Oscar de la Renta,
who presented a runway fashion show of his Spring 2007 collection. Guests were greeted upon arrival with cocktails and, following the show, savored a buffet dinner. 

Pauline Pitt and Oscar de la Renta

Howard and Michele Kessler and Tom Quick

Robert and Ellen Jaffe

Boaz Mazor and Evelyn Lauder

Alan and Kathy Bleznak

Phyllis Krock

Priscilla and Dennis Rocca

GENTLEMEN, IT SEEMS, ARE HAPPY TO SEE WOMEN’S
CLOTHES FOLLOWING A FEMININE TREND THIS SEASON.

BY GLENN O’BRIEN

“Ooh là là!” I love that expression. It conjures up a whole world. 
Ladies being very ladylike and classically feminine. Women being
womanly. And I love that other delightful cliché of Hollywood’s Paris:
“Vive la différence!” 

As a male animal, I know that a lot of our preferences and turn-ons
come from early experiences. I was raised by women and realize that
boys learn to adore ladies at an early age. So certain things grab my
attention today, like how the tick of noon got Pavlov’s dogs or a
madeleine seized Proust. I remember the exotic mystery of sitting on 
a ruffled lap.

Years later, certain triggers still resonate powerfully. The rustle and
crunch of crinoline, the murmur of nylon stockings against one another,
the click-clack rhythm of high heels on marble, the smell of Chanel No5,
Joy, Halston, or Grandma’s White Shoulders, the touch of hair slightly
stiff from hair spray, the brush of mink on one’s cheek, the sight of a
woman discreetly crossing her legs in a knee-length skirt, or the lovely
geometry of a sigh in a décolleté dress. My senses are alert to these
things the way a hunter’s might be to the sound of a snapping twig.
Women rule us without words or even intention, through the magic of
our ingrained predispositions.

The delicious irony of how women’s fashion works on us, of course, 
is that essentially women dress for one another and not us. Our
excitement at their exotic plumage is the by-product of another system.
Women must make their mark; they must establish their rank and
status, their taste, and their desirability through this arcane system of
fashion and beauty. Most men don’t know who made the dress or how
much those earrings cost. Women know everything about it. All we
know is what we like—and how much we like it. 

So sometimes fashion turns against us. Women are suddenly
symbolically engaged in wearing the pants or demonstrating upper-
body strength or flaunting their Jungian animus or disappearing in
caftans. Somehow we manage to live through trends such as maxiskirts
and power suits, recognizing that fashion is never forever and the
moments we treasure will come again. Like now.

This season it’s all coming back. Lace and ruffles sashay down the
runway. Clinging jersey reminds us of hourglasses. Bombshell curves
banish the flaunted flatness of the gamine. The pendulum swings away
from stick-figure severe to supermodel swerve.

Vive Lacroix and feminine flounce and skirts up to there! Vive strapless
evening gowns and bodices cut away to reveal the way a gal breathes!
Vive bare shoulders and naked backs! Vive pink and gold and prints

with stories to tell! 

Vive Zac Posen and fabrics with movie-star sheen that recall
Hayworth negligeed! Vive tutu-length minis born to frug! Vive
translucence saying, “Look closer!” Vive Hepburn pants, let’s 

go off to Capri! Vive the bows that say, “It’s a gift. Unwrap, 
if you please!”

And vive the great Oscar, the master of
femme. Vive le chic that he’s brought back

once again. Vive the little black dress, the
littler the better. Vive eyelet and lace, the

subtlest of tease. Vive dresses that leave no
doubt about knees. Vive the frills that still know

how to bring men to their knees!

Vive la différence!

Noted sartorialist Glenn O’Brien
pens “The Style Guy” for GQ and is

susceptible to the wiles of women
in fetching frocks.

THE RETURN 
TO FEMME

Christian Lacroix gown, 4,250.00. Couture Salon.

Christian Louboutin slingback sandal, 725.00. Shoe Salon.



NM SAN FRANCISCO UNION SQUARE Nearly 100 guests were invited to the store for a cocktail party celebrating
the iconic bags of Louis Vuitton. The City by the Bay had a fantastic turnout, with attendees sipping champagne and sparkling water while admiring the French house’s
timeless handbag designs in a playful atmosphere. 

Michael Purdy and Jodi Figueroa

Christina Jack, Sarah Ratoloun, and Latrice Shepherd

Ken and BJ Beasley and Jason Waguidier

Minna So and Esther Cheung

Rosalina Lydster 
and Claudia Ross

Kate Byrne

WHAT ’S 
GOING ON

I t ’ s  a l l  good—so good you  won ’ t  wan t  to  m i s s  a

s ing le  happen ing .  Here  a re  a l l  t he  even t s  you

shou ld  penc i l  i n to  you r  ca lendar  r igh t  now.

I N C I R C L E  D O U B L E - P O I N T  

S H O P P I N G  E V E N T

APRIL 12–14

Pick up the season’s biggest trends—

such as dresses and clear accessories—and earn 

twice the InCircle points while you’re at it.

A R B O R  D AY

APRIL 27

Celebrate today’s nature theme with a stay at Lake Austin

Spa Resort for 50,000 points. Nestled along the shores of

scenic Lake Austin in the Texas Hill Country and surrounded

by native trees, this retreat offers the luxury of a world-class

spa and the warmth of a friend’s lake house. Your three-

night stay includes the signature Gifts of the Garden

treatment, three gourmet meals daily, and airport transfers,

plus access to almost 20 fitness classes, activities, and

discovery programs. Visit InCircle.com to redeem.

D AY L I G H T  S AV I N G S  T I M E  B E G I N S  

APRIL 1

Turn your clocks forward, but turn back the appearance of time

with the new Global Anti-Aging System from Orlane, Paris. 

This advanced set, available for redemption at the 30,000-

point level, is a 28-day program consisting of four bottles 

of serum and four masks for visibly improved skin tone,

elasticity, and vitality. Learn more and redeem at InCircle.com.

R E WA R D S  T O  R E M E M B E R

BY APRIL 30

Receive 500 bonus InCircle points when you

redeem for one of the Rewards to Remember

online anytime in April. Choose from a stay at

the Mayflower Inn & Spa or a Spa Finder

certificate. Visit InCircle.com to redeem.

Neiman Marcus, NM, NM Gift Card, InCircle, and the book are registered trademarks of The Neiman Marcus Group, Inc. and NM Nevada Trust. © 2007 The Neiman Marcus Group, Inc. 
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CHANEL tote, 1,475.00. Designer Handbags.

C AND 
BE SEEN 
IT’S ONLY NATURAL THAT THE INNATELY STYLISH

CARRY HEAD-TURNING HANDBAGS THAT RIVAL THEIR

OWN FABULOUSNESS. CUE THE SPOTLIGHT AND SAY

“HELLO, GORGEOUS” TO THE FRESHLY MINTED AND

ALREADY COVETED PARIS-BIARRITZ COLLECTION FROM

CHANEL. THESE LUXE CITY BAGS ARE A NOD TO

URBAN LIVING, WITH CLEAN LINES AND PLENTY OF

POCKETS AND ZIPPERED COMPARTMENTS—PERFECT

FOR A LAPTOP AND FILES FOR YOUR NINE-TO-FIVE

GIG OR A LONG WEEKEND’S ESSENTIALS.

Frank Luksa and fan

Shilah Phillips and her admirers

Kandyce Minor, Jessica Cahallen, and Natalie McFarland

Jim and Sharon Pope and Sharyl and John Weber

Phebe Phillips with two of her little collectors

James and Joy Weaver

NM WILLOW BEND During its last InCircle Double-Point Shopping Event, Neiman Marcus Willow Bend invited dancers from the Collin County
Ballet Theatre and local choirs to welcome guests. The event featured a number of personal appearances by designers, such as jewelry designer Heath Slane of Slane &
Slane, toy designer Phebe Phillips, and Chelsea Fair of Forever Christmas. Several authors were also on hand to sign books—Frank Luksa (Cowboys Essential), Pat Wheelis
Kochan (Once Upon a Time in Dallas), and Jim Strong (Craving for Travel). In addition, Miss Texas 2006, Shilah Phillips, stopped by to sign autographs. 


